
Secure and intuitive user experience

Digipass 795 has been specifically designed for users that need to frequently 
approve or create transactions. Digipass 795 can be easily held in hand or when 
put on a desk its flat backside-design keeps it stable when manually entering 
transaction details. The product design features a large backlit color display, that 
can show all transaction details at once for quick verification. Digipass 795 works 
according to the ‘What you see is what you sign’ principle. Critical transaction 
information, including payment details, are automatically presented securely 
on the large color display when using with Connected Digipass and OneSpan 
authentication services. All data communication between end user device and 
remote website is encrypted, ensuring that the transaction data has not been 
tampered with when used in a connected mode. In unconnected mode, Digipass 
795 can provide time-based one-time passwords (OTP), Challenge and Response, 
and Signature functions.

Advanced security with a secure channel

Digipass 795 creates a secure channel between the authenticator and the 
remote website to secure communication between them. This helps ensure the 
authenticator can verify it’s communicating with the authentic service and for the 
service to verify transactions are authorized by the right authenticator and that 
transaction data hasn’t been compromised. The authenticator can be connected to 
a computer using Bluetooth or USB.

Simple deployment, installation and use 
Digipass 795 works as a standalone, unconnected, or connected device via the 
Bluetooth or USB connections. Digipass 795 works perfectly together with OneSpan 
cloud and on-premise authentication and fraud detection solutions, using 
Connected Digipass and Native Bridge software for creating a secure connection 
between end user and remote website. By combining solution stacks, banks 
can dynamically detect fraud, calculate risk scoring and apply the right level of 
authentication for each login and unique transaction in real time.

Easy to customize

Digipass 795
Digipass 795 offers an ideal solution for banking customers who create and verify 
numerous transactions multiple times a day. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Provides quick, easy approval 
of transactions through 
‘What you see is what you 
sign’ experience.

• Versatile solution that 
works with both laptop and 
desktop computers, using 
either USB or Bluetooth 
connection for high-level 
end-to-end security 
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Trusted by global blue-chip enterprises, including more than 60% of the world’s largest 100 banks, OneSpan 
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Learn more at OneSpan.com 
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The elegant design of Digipass 795 can be enhanced with your organization’s logo, 
branding and custom colors.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Functions • PIN code
• Unconnected mode: Challenge/Response,    Response (OTP)
• Connected mode: Transaction Data Signing (WYSIWYS), Challenge & Response

Cryptographic method Digipass AES

Display 2,44” TFT color display (240 x 320 pixels)

Size 131  mm (L)
74 mm (W)
19,6 mm (H)

Weight 118g including batteries

Language support Multiple languages with different font sets

Connectivity • Bluetooth 4.1 BLE
• UBS-C port 

Comes with USB-C to USB-A cable

Battery 3 replaceable AAA-batteries* 
Internal battery for real-time clock (estimated 8 years lifetime)

Operating temperature 0° C to 45° C
85% RH noncondensing

EC 60068-2-78  (damp heat)   
IEC 60068-2-1 (cold)

Short-term storage temperature -10° C to 50° C
90% RH noncondensing

EC 60068-2-78  (damp heat) 
IEC 60068-2-1 (cold)

Vibration 10 to 75 Hz
10 m/s2

IEC 60068-2

Drop 1 meter IEC 60068-2-31

Environment Complies with RoSH and WEE directives
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